
MAGAZINE ARTICLE WRITING ASSIGNMENT TOPICS

So dive into the hundreds of writing prompts below â€” and let us know in the comments how you might use them in
your classroom Unlock more free articles . . What Magazines Do You Read, and How Do You Read Them?.

You may have heard about the decline in the newspaper market in recent years. Fire-starters: Write about
building a fire. Sometimes an idea spontaneously comes to mind and I'm compelled to sit down right there and
then and hammer out a post and hit publish. Write something inspired by a favorite joke. Magic: Imagine you
have a touch of magic, and can make impossible things happen. Battle: Write about an epic battle, whether
real, fictional or figurative. Or do you hate parties? Long Distance Love: Write about a couple that is separated
by distance. Love This List? Where do they lead your feet? At other times, a topic I've been chewing on and
researching finally crystallizes in my mind and flows naturally and quickly through my fingertips. Or is the
dragon friendly? What does it do? Write about that scene in the movie. Should, Would, And Could: Write a
poem or story using the words should, would, and could. You're probably an expert at certain things, but
haven't shared what you know with a wider audience. Weigh-in with your take on a trending topic or breaking
news item. A few of the top teen magazines include: Seventeen magazine website: www. Word of the Day:
Go to a dictionary website that has a word of the day and use it in a poem, story or journal entry you write. In
particular, local or regional publications are quite welcoming, especially to local writers, and they often pay
quite nicely as well. The Stars: Take inspiration from a night sky. Rewrite it in your own words. War and
Peace: Write about a recent conflict that you dealt with in your life. Get Well: Write a poem that will help
someone who is sick feel better quick! When I first discovered SmartBrief I went slightly ok, a lot overboard
and signed up for about 15 of their newsletters. Sharing: Write about sharing something with someone else.
Congratulations: Did you write a poem, short story, or journal entry every day for a whole year? Famous
Artwork: Choose a famous painting and write about it. Write about doing laundry, dishes, and other cleaning
activities. Liar, Liar: Make up a poem or story of complete lies about yourself or someone else. Anniversary:
Write about the anniversary of a special date. Why is it closed? Silly Sports: Write about an extreme or silly
sport. Commotion: Write about being overstimulated by a lot of chaos. Dance: Write about a dancer or a time
you remember dancing. You're not a writer of fiction -- or so you think. Title First: Make a list of potential
poem or story titles and choose one to write from. Write a case study based on your own experience.
Applause: Write about giving someone a standing ovation. First Kiss: Write about your first kiss. Seasonal:
Write about your favorite season. Simply google 'health journals' and you'll see a whole list of journals pop up.
Write about what they do and say.


